ABSTRACT When the source code is copied and pasted or modified, there will be a lot of identical or similar code snippets in the software system, which are called code clones. Because code clones are believed to result in undesirable maintainability of software, numerous approaches and techniques have been proposed for code clone detection. However, most of them are based on the source code, while only a few employ the bytecode to detect code clones. In this paper, we introduce an approach based on Java bytecode, which mainly contains the steps of bytecode sequence alignment and similarity score comparison. In particular, we apply the Smith-Waterman algorithm to align bytecode sequences for precise matching. Moreover, we separately consider the similarities between instruction sequences and method call sequences, thus improving its effectiveness in detecting code clones. We conducted an extensive experiment on five open-source software to evaluate the proposed approach. The results show that our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
When software developers copy, past or modify the source code segments, it could produce some identical or similar code segments in the software system, which are called code clones [1] , [2] . Although code clones are beneficial in reducing development cost, it is worth emphasizing that code clones could lead to much harm in the software. For example, a bad code smell will be produced when code is copied and pasted or modified [3] . To make matters worse, the bugs embedded in code clones spread across different parts of the software system, thus developers have to spend a large amount of time repairing the bug. Consequently, numerous approaches to code clone detection have been proposed during the last few years, which helps software maintenance.
The existing code clone detection approaches can be categorized as text-based, token-based, Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)-based, Program Dependency Graph (PDG)-based, metric-based and hybrid clone detection techniques [4] - [6] .
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Unfortunately, most of the existing code clone detection approaches are based on source code instead of the corresponding bytecode. In fact, source fragments that are different at the syntactic level but with a similar function may generate similar bytecode. In other words, the bytecode may reveal the existence of possible semantic clones, which are usually hard to detect only at the source code level.
In this paper, we propose an approach to the detection of code clones based on bytecode. First, we preprocess the code fragments and transform them into bytecode. After that, we extract instruction sequences and method call sequences from the bytecode. Then, the Smith-Waterman algorithm is adopted to implement the content matching on the bytecode level and the cosine similarity is applied to calculate the similarity between two candidate bytecode sequences. Finally, we conduct the post-processing by using a XML file to present all code clones. Thus, the code clones can be identified by the proposed approach.
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we conducted extensive experiments on five systems, namely Cube, Ant, Netbeans, Jdtcore, and Swing. We selected a number of tools as the baselines to validate its effectiveness on the method-level and block-level code clone detection. We investigated three research questions and employed the widely used metrics (precision, recall, and F-measure) to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The experimental result not only demonstrates its effectiveness but also shows its superiority over other state-of-the-art techniques.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We apply the Smith-Waterman algorithm to align bytecode sequences for precise matching. To our best knowledge, we are the first to apply the Smith-Waterman algorithm to detect code clones based on bytecode sequences.
• We separately consider the similarities between instruction sequences and between method call sequences, thus improving its effectiveness in detecting code clones.
• We conduct extensive experiments on the method-level and block-level code clone detection. The experimental results show that our approach outperforms the state-ofthe-art methods. This paper is an extension of our previous work [7] published at COMPSAC 2017. Different from our previous work, we improved the original method by introducing the Smith-Waterman algorithm and separately consider the similarities between instruction sequences and between method call sequences.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After Section 2 discusses the related work, Section 3 gives the preliminary information required to understand the proposed approach. Then, Section 4 presents the process of our approach in detail. In Sections 5 and 6, we show the experimental setup and results, respectively. Finally, Section 7 discusses the threats to validity, and Section 8 concludes the paper and outlines the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous code clone detection approaches have been proposed in the past decade. However, most of them are based on source code, while only a few are based on bytecode. On the other hand, we find various different algorithms are adapted to improve the effectiveness of detecting code clones.
As is well known, the text-based, token-based, Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)-based and Program Dependency Graph (PDG)-based clone detection methods are all based on source code. NICAD proposed by Roy and Cordy [8] is a text-based code clone detection tool that can detect Type-3 (or gapped) clones effectively. It normalizes source codes by using specific transformation rules and then compares the similarity score to make a final decision. As a token-based code clone detection tool, SourcererCC introduced by Sajnani et al. [9] , employs a heuristic filtering to construct an index to reduce the comparison between two code blocks. Kamalpriya and Singh [10] proposed a detection method by using the ASM technique to enhance Program Dependency Graph (PDG)-based code clone detection. Their method can obtain a new similarity relation from results detected by existing Program Dependency Graph (PDG)-based approaches. The new approximate clone relations are generated by the ASM technique. In addition, Koschke et al. [11] proposed a method to identify the clone pairs. Their proposed method first converts AST nodes to token sequences and then considers the sequences to obtain clone pairs.
Meanwhile, some approaches focus on the bytecode for clone detection. In [12] , Baker and Manber combined three existing tools for detecting code clones based on Java bytecode. In [13] , Davis and Godfrey proposed a detection tool called JCD, which combines a climbing algorithm with a greedy algorithm to detect code clones based on the assembly language. Roy et al. proposed a bytecode clone detection and search model that applies semantic-enabled token matching, known as SeByte [14] , [15] . They divided the bytecode into three dimensions of instruction, method call and type, and matched the bytecode content by employing a semantic search on the bytecode ontology. CD-Form, proposed by Cuomo et al. [16] , converted the Java bytecode to the calculus of communicating systems format, and detected code clones on the method level.
The choice and improvement of algorithms is always the key issue of detecting code clones. In [8] , Roy and Cordy employed the LCS algorithm to compare the similarity. The Jaccard similarity coefficient function is adopted to calculate the similarity value in SeByte [14] , [15] . In [16] , an equivalence-based algorithm is employed to detect code clones. Meanwhile, Koschke et al. [11] used the extended algorithm to consider the sequences missed by the basic algorithm. Our previous study [17] improved the Smith-Waterman algorithm to detect code clone in the source code. It introduced an acceleration penalty strategy to avoid the mosaic problem. In this paper, we focus on the bytecode for code clone detection.
III. PRELIMINARY
A. JAVA BYTECODE Java bytecode is the intermediate code that has been compiled and needs to be translated by a Java virtual machine to machine code. The instructions of Java bytecode, contained in Java class files, are enriched in semantic information and indicate the execution process of the source code. A total of 256 instructions are defined in the bytecode language specification of Java 8. These instructions can be divided into 10 categories according to the definition of Java 8: type, load and store, arithmetic, type conversion, object creation and manipulation, operand stack, control transfer, method invocation, exceptions and synchronization. As an example shown in Fig. 1 , the Java source code statements are translated by the compiler to their corresponding class files, which consist of instructions, LineNumberTable and the other auxiliary information, where LineNumberTable reflects the relation between the instruction and source code. 
B. SMITH-WATERMAN ALGORITHM
The Smith-Waterman algorithm is derived from the gene sequence matching and is a dynamic programming algorithm proposed by Smith and Waterman [18] in 1981. It aims to identify local similar regions of genes. The idea behind the algorithm is arranging two unknown sequences to reach the same length through the matching, deleting and inserting operations of characters. The Smith-Waterman algorithm plays an important role in the sequence alignment, and its similarity score calculation is more accurate than other sequence algorithms.
C. DEFINITIONS
In this subsection, we give several definitions. Definitions 1 and 2 are related to cloning detection, and the rest are associated with bytecode. 
IV. METHODOLOGY
As shown in Fig. 2 , the proposed approach consists of four main stages: code preprocessing, feature extraction, clone detection, and post-processing.
A. CODE PREPROCESSING
At the beginning of our approach, we compile and convert the Java source files to the bytecode files in a text format. The latter contains all the contents we need for clone detection, such as instructions and method calls. Afterwards, we extract not only the method-level code fragments, but also the block-level code fragments by analyzing the control transferring instructions, because we discovered that many code clones exist in code blocks which are small parts of method fragments rather than the whole method. It would lead to the loss of many true positives if we do not focus on block-level code fragments. //compile and convert source code file 3 :
Algorithm 1 Code Pre-Processing
//Method-level bytecode fragment extraction 6: for each bytecode segment m in f B do
7:
MCFSet.add(m) 8: end for 9: //Block-level bytecode fragment extraction 10: BCFSet ←− extractByteCodeBlock(f B ) 11: end for Algorithm 1 describes the process of pre-processing, which is divided into the following three steps.
(1) The Java source code is compiled into the bytecode, which is further converted into a text format file (Algorithm 1: Line 3).
(2) The method-level code fragments are extracted by scanning each bytecode segment (Algorithm 1: Lines 6 to 8).
(3) The block-level code fragments are extracted from each text-format bytecode file (Algorithm 1: Line 10).
Algorithm 2 is invoked to extract the bytecode blocks and analyses the inside control transferring instructions as follows. For ease of description, we define a triple (currentNum, instruction, jumpNum), such as (10, if _icmple, 20) , for each instruction where currentNum gives the position number of the instruction, and jumpNum indicates the position number of next executing instruction if it is a jumping instruction (otherwise, jumpNum is set to null).
goto instructions: If it is a goto instruction, we assign the next number of currentNum and jumpNum to the starting line number and ending line number of the than JumpNum, we add the code block between the JumpNum and currentNum to the set BCFSet. Otherwise, the code block between the currentNum and the pre-number of JumpNum is added to set BCFSet (Algorithm 2: Lines 9 to 21). As for instruction of (10, if _icmple, 20) in Fig. 3 (a), the currentNum (10) is lower than its jumpNum (20) . Thus, we add the code block between Lines 10 and 17 to set BCFSet. However, the extracted code block would be duplicated with the goto block when the corresponding currentNum is greater than JumpNum. For example, as shown in Fig. 3 (b), for instruction (21, if _icmpgt, 7), we extract code block between Lines 7 and 21. But the same code block has already been extracted during the extraction of the instruction (4, goto, 18) . Therefore, we need to remove the corresponding repeated code block from the set BCFSet (Algorithm 2: Lines 12 to 17). switch instructions: If the case statement in the switch code block is continuous, the tableswitch instruction would be used. Otherwise, the lookupswitch instruction would be used. Under such circumstances, we first obtain the corresponding jumpNums and add them to an array called switchNumArr (Algorithm 2: Lines 22 to 24). After that, we start to traverse this array from small to large and look for instruction tableswitch or lookupswitch. We extract the corresponding code block and add it to the set BCFSet in this process (Algorithm 2: Lines 26 to 37). For example, in Fig. 3(c) , for the tableswitch instruction with a currentNum of 6, its JumpNums {40, 47, 58, 58, 54, 58} are extracted and added to an array switchNumArr. By following this, we extract the instructions from Lines 40 to 58 to obtain the switch code block.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
After the code pre-processing, we need to extract the corresponding features from the bytecode, namely the instruction sequences and method call sequences, indicated by Area A and Area B in Fig. 4 as the examples. The instruction sequence reflects the execution flow of the source code, meanwhile the method call sequence represents the call sequence of methods in the source code.
To resolve the task of clone detection, a classification hierarchy is employed based on the inherent nature of the instructions, as shown in Fig. 5 . The first level, encoded with the letters A to I, gives the categories of operations listed above, except for type. We exclude type because there are no instructions under the type category. The second level, encoded with the numbers, is the sub-classification of the first level according to the function of the instructions, while the third level is the instructions themselves. Without considering its actual operation, an instruction can be normalized and encoded to its first and second levels. For example, the instruction fsub is normalized and encoded into 6: gotoObjectSet.add(gotoObject) 7: BCFSet.add(getBlock(gotoObject)) 8: end if 9: if IS[i] is a branch instruction then 10: if CurrentNum > JumpNum then 11: BCFSet.add(getBlock(JumpNum, CurrentNum) 12: for each gotoObject in gotoObjectSet do 13 :
BCFSet.remove(getBlock(gotoObject)) 15: break 16: end if 17: end for 18: else 19: 20: end if 21: end if 22: if IS[i] is a switch instruction then 23: switchNumArr ←− getJumpNum(IS[i]) 24: end if 25 According to the classification hierarchy, we normalize the instruction sequence to the second level instead of the first level because the second level instruction is more accurate in semantic than the first level instruction. Moreover, we adopt a single unique character to represent each second level instruction to construct instruction alignment matrix. and (a, u, @, c, (, a, &, v, &, &, c, &) , respectively.
BCFSet.add(getBlock(getCurrentNum(IS[i]), the previous number of getJumpNum(IS[i])))

C. CODE CLONE DETECTION
The process of detecting code clones includes two steps. First, we construct a bytecode alignment matrix for two instruction sequences (code blocks) to calculate the alignment score and obtain closed trace-back paths. Second, we calculate the similarity of two instruction sequences by measuring their cosine distance. The comparison between the final similarity score and the threshold gives a decision to answer whether two instruction sequences (code blocks) constitute a candidate clone-pair or not. Here, the input is two Single Character Sequences (SCS) and two Method Call Sequences (MCS), whereas the output is the candidate Clone Pairs (CP).
1) BYTECODE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
During this step, we adopt the Smith-Waterman algorithm to align bytecode sequences. The Smith-Waterman algorithm is widely used to align two string sequences. Fortunately, the normalized instruction sequence is merely a string sequence. As shown in Fig. 7 , the process of bytecode sequence alignment comprises three main phases.
a: CONSTRUCT ALIGNMENT MATRIX
To employ the Smith-Waterman algorithm, a bytecode alignment matrix needs first to be constructed and initialized to represent the alignment between two single character sequences. The alignment matrix shows how two sequences are aligned according to the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Fig. 8 gives an example of an alignment matrix for matching sequences s 1 = 'tabbcemnqsxyz' and s 2 = 'tabbcefoptxyz'. The matching score in the alignment matrix represents to what extent two left-most substrings (i th left prefix) are matched. The bigger the matching score is, the more-matched two substrings are. For instance, the matching score in cell A, a value of 6, indicates the alignment between the first 6 characters of s 1 and the first 6 characters of s 2 . In addition, a closed trace-back path covers the cells with the highest matching scores along from the lower-right to the upper-left cells. Fig. 8 shows two closed trace-back paths indicated by dotted lines.
b: CALCULATE ALIGNMENT SCORE
After a matrix is constructed and initialized, the next key step we need to do is to calculate the alignment score for each cell in the bytecode alignment matrix, if maxScore i,j − BAM i,j < CT , BAM i,j is given by Equation (1). Otherwise, BAM i,j is set to 0. Here, CT represents the predefined cutting threshold, maxScore refers to the maximum score along the closed trace-back path, and BAM i,j gives the score of cell(i, j) in the matrix.
where:
Furthermore, if maxScore i,j − BAM i,j < CT , maxScore is set according to Equation (3), where (m, n) ∈ {(i − 1, j),
Otherwise, maxScore is set to 0.
Here, an acceleration penalty strategy is introduced to avoid the so-called mosaic problem according to our previous study [17] . Its main idea can be summarized as follows. A cutting threshold is predefined in the process of calculating the score for each cell. If the difference of a cell's maxScore and Score is equal to or exceeds the cutting threshold, the maxScore and Score are reset. In this way, the matched sequences can be broken into two pairs of more-matched ones if some middle fragments are not so matched. For example, as for sequences s 1 = 0tabcopqxyx' and s 2 = 'tabcdlnxyx', we would obtain the match sequence result without introducing an acceleration penalty strategy:
Obviously, we find some middle fragments that are not so matched. A better match using the acceleration penalty strategy would be: 
TraceBackSet ←− (i, j) 24: end if 25: end for 26: end for above CT and its Score is greater than its maxScore and the i th character of SCS p and the j th character of SCS q are exactly matched, cell(i, j) is regarded as the start point of a closed trace back path (Lines 22 to 24).
c: OBTAIN CLOSED TRACE-BACK PATHS
After each cell in the bytecode alignment matrix is calculated, the closed trace-back paths are determined to find the matched instruction sub-sequence. First, we define the precell of a cell and closed trace-back path in the bytecode alignment matrix.
Definition 8:
The preCell of a cell in the Bytecode Alignment Matrix refers to the cell which its score is calculated from, determined as Equation (4) .
Definition 9: A closed trace-back path is the path that starts at a cell in the Bytecode Alignment Matrix and follows its preCell until reaching the cell with 0 score. It represents the alignment of two given sequences. 4: Choose the cell Max with maximum score. Push Max.rowNumber to stack1 10: Push Max.columnNumber to stack2
Algorithm 4 Detecting Closed Trace-Back Paths
11:
Max ←− Max.preCell 12: end while 13: Map the records in stack1 and stack2 to the similarity instruction SI 1 and SI 2
14:
MatchList ←− (SI 1 , SI 2 ) 15: end for 16: return MacthList Afterwards, we look for the closed trace-back paths that correspond to similar instruction sub-sequences. As seen in Algorithm 4, we choose the cell with the maximum score among all unvisited ones. Starting from this cell, the preCells are continuously traced back until reaching a 0-cell, which eventually obtains a trace-back path. Furthermore, their row numbers and column numbers are added to stack1 and stack2, respectively. This process is repeated until all cells are visited (Lines 4 to 12). Finally, the trace-back paths are mapped to similar instruction subsequence according to the records in stack1 and stack2 (Lines 13 to 14) .
For the example shown in Fig. 8 , we obtain two trace back paths, by two black dotted lines with arrows. At the beginning, the first trace-back path starts from the corresponding cell with the max score and ends at the cell with 0 value, which are BAM Fig. 8 . In this way, we obtain all closed trace-back paths and all similar single character sequences.
2) SIMILARITY SCORE COMPARISON
In the second step, to make a final judgment between two code fragments, we need to calculate their similarity score. Equation (5) shows how to calculate the instruction similarity score by measuring the cosine distance. To do this, two vectors are constructed to represent two code fragments p and q respectively, with each having three dimensions: one representing the number of similar instructions in the corresponding instruction sequence, one representing the number of dissimilar instructions that appear in p but not in q, and the last representing the number of dissimilar instructions that appear in q but not in p. Obviously, no matter whether it is vector p or vector q, there will always be a dimension with the value of 0.
For example, as for the instruction sequence s 1 = 'tabbcemnqsxyz' in code fragment p and s 2 = 'tabbcefoptxyz' in code fragment q, the similar instruction sub-sequences detected by Smith-Waterman in two code fragments are 'tabbcexyz', whereas the dissimilar instruction sub-sequences are 'mnqs' and 'fopt' in p and q respectively. Therefore, we obtain vector p = (9, 4, 0). In a similar way, we obtain vector q = (9, 0, 4).
Furthermore, we need to compare the method call sequences depending on the type of code clone. Obviously, if two normalized instructions are exactly the same, they are possibly type-1 (or exact) or type-2 (or renamed) code clones. Under such a circumstance, we further compare the method call sequences and the numbers of parameters. If they are all equal, these two code segments are considered as code clones. On the other hand, if two normalized instruction sequences are not the same, the similarity of the method call sequences is recursively translated into the similarity of the code fragments corresponding to the methods in the method call sequences. In this way, we obtain the final similarity of two code fragments and then compare it with the threshold to determine if they are the candidate code clones. The whole process is shown in Fig. 9 .
The similarity of the method call sequences can be calculated according to Equation (7):
n j .length (7) where m and n are two method call sequences, m i .length and n j .length are the length of the method and respectively, and m.length < n.length. The final similarity of two code fragments is obtained using Equation (8):
For post-processing, we cluster the Clone Pairs (CP) into Clone Groups (CG), and report the locations of code clones in source files by relating the bytecode to the source code. Such relations can be obtained through LineNumberTable in the bytecode file.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we mainly detail the experimental setup, including the experiment platform, parameter settings, experimental datasets, experimental baselines, and evaluation metrics.
A. EXPERIMENT PLATFORM AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
All experiments were performed on Windows 10 with Intel Core CPU i5-4590 and 8 GB memory. We employed Oracle JDK 8 to obtain the bytecode of software systems.
Our approach involves six parameters, called Match, MisMatch, Gap, CT , α, and threshold. In particular, the parameters Match, MisMatch, Gap, and CT are set as 2, -2, -2 and 14 as the default values because these are the optimal ones according to our previous study [17] . All the parameters used in our experiment are listed in Table 1 . 
B. EXPERIMENT BENCHMARK AND BASELINE
An open-source project, Cube, was chosen for the experiment to evaluate the performance of our approach when detecting method-level clones because the code of Cube is relatively small with only 21 files and 3394 lines of code. We manually checked the source code to identify code clones. The identified clone code formed the method-level clone benchmark. Our previous work [7] and NICAD [8] are selected as the method-level code clone detection baselines.
In addition, to validate the performance of our proposed approach on the block-level code clone detection, we selected four Java systems, namely Ant, Netbeans, Jdtcore and Swing, which were also validated by Bellon et al. [6] . The reason we only selected them as the benchmark is that they were frequently evaluated by different tools. Meanwhile, we selected nine tools as our block-level experiment baselines because they were employed in experiments by many relevant studies and also evaluated in [12] - [16] . The characteristics of the four systems and nine tools are presented in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. 
C. METRICS
Precision, recall, and F-measure are widely used evaluation metrics for evaluating the performance of automated code clone detection techniques or tools. Therefore, we also employ precision, recall, and F-measure to evaluate the proposed approach in this study. The formulas are as follows:
Recall = |TC| |RC| (10)
where TC is the number of the true clone candidates detected by our approach, RC is the number of reference clones in the benchmark, and CC is the number of clone candidates detected by our approach.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we investigate three research questions to validate the performance of the proposed approach.
A. INVESTIGATION ON RQ1
RQ1: How effective is our approach to the method-level code clone detection compared with others?
Motivation: To evaluate the accuracy of our approach when detecting method-level clones, we carried out an experiment on Cube because the code size of Cube is relatively small. In this RQ, we compared NICAD [8] and our previous work [7] to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach on the method-level code clone detection.
Approach: In our previous study [7] , we proposed a multi-granularity code clone detection method that adopted the LCS algorithm to calculate the similarity between two first-level instructions or two second-level sequences. Similarly, we transformed the code segments into bytecode and then adopted the previous proposed method to detect the code clones. In contrast, we directly ran NICAD [8] , a classic code clone detection tool, to detect code clones in source code.
Results: Table 4 shows the evaluation results in terms of precision, recall and F-measure of NICAD [8] , our previous work and the proposed approach in this study on the Cube software system. Compared with our previous work, our approach achieves 2.5% improvement in terms of precision, 0.7% improvement in terms of recall, and 1.5% improvement in terms of F-measure. In addition, compared with NICAD [8] , our approach performs relatively poorly, but obtains better results in terms of recall and F-measure. In summary, it can be concluded that our approach performs better than NICAD [8] and our previous work. 
B. INVESTIGATION ON RQ2
RQ2: How effective is our approach to the block-level code clone detection compared with others?
Motivation: To evaluate our approach further, we performed another experiment on block-level code clone detection. In this RQ, we mainly conducted experiment on four systems and compared with nine tools to show the effectiveness of our approach on the block-level code clone detection.
Approach: We applied our approach to detect code clones based on block-level bytecode fragments. Meanwhile, we obtained the experimental results of other methods from the corresponding literature.
Results: Table 5 shows comparative results between the proposed approach and the above-mentioned alternatives in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure for Type 1 (or exact), Type 2 (or renamed) and Type 3 (or gapped) clone detection. Because Bellon's benchmark [6] only validates 2% of the code clones, the overall precision is relatively low. As seen in Table 5 , the precision of the proposed approach achieves the highest for Swing; it ranks the second for Netbeans and Jdtcore and ranks the third for Ant. Furthermore, the recall of our approach achieves the highest for Swing; it ranks at the second position which is equal to our previous work [7] in Ant and Jdtcore, and ranks fourth for Netbeans. The F-measure of the proposed approach ranks the highest for Ant, Netbeans and Swing, and ranks second for only Jdtcore which is also equal to our previous work [7] .
More importantly, as shown in Fig. 10 , the average precision of the proposed approach is the highest among all the above-mentioned ones. As for the average recall, our approach ranks second, following CCFinder. Meanwhile, the average F-measure of our approach turns out to be the highest for all the systems. It can, therefore, be concluded that our approach detects block-level code clone more effectively than these state-of-the-art methods. 
C. INVESTIGATION ON RQ3
RQ3: How does the instruction sequence similarity affect the performance of our approach, compared with the method call sequence similarity?
Motivation: The weight of instruction sequence similarity, represented as the parameter α, plays an important role in detecting code clones. In this RQ, we mainly investigate the impact of the instruction sequence similarity in the method-level code clone.
Approach: In our method-level code clone detection experiment, we gradually increased the value of α from 0 to 1 with a tuning step of 0.1 while keeping the other parameters at fixed values. We adopted the precision, recall and F-measure to evaluate the impact of the instruction sequence similarity.
Results: The curves in terms of precision, recall and F-measure for different value of α are shown in Fig. 11 . As it indicates, as for precision, the curve increases rapidly as the change of α when its value is less than 0.7. However it slightly increases when the value α changes from 0.7 to 0.9. Meanwhile, the curve in terms of recall decreases slightly with the continuous growth of α. In addition, we also observe that the curve in terms of F-measure presents a similar trend to that in terms of precision. In contrast, the curves in terms of recall keep a relatively steady downward trend when α varies from 0.1 to 0.9. Therefore, we set the optimal value of α to 0.8. Meanwhile, we conclude that although the instruction sequence similarity plays an important role in code clone detection, the method call sequence similarity is also essential.
VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Although we have tried our best to make our research reliable and solid, there still exist some threats to its validity.
In our proposed approach, the parameter α, namely the instruction sequence similarity weight, plays an important role in determining the effectiveness of code clone detection. Unfortunately, we only ran the proposed approach on Cube, which may produce a threat to its generalization to other projects that require different values. However, we tried to seek a suitable parameter value by conducting an experiment, in which we gradually increased the value of parameter from 0 to 1 with a tuning step of 0.1. We think the selected parameter value may therefore be optimal or approximately optimal, and the threat may thus be greatly reduced.
The second threat comes from the benchmark. Unfortunately, there is currently no publicly available benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness of method-level code clone detection. Thus, an open-source project, Cube, was chosen to set up the benchmark. We manually checked its source code, and the identified method-level clone code formed the benchmark. We chose Cube only because its size is relatively small with only 21 files and 3394 lines of code. The results may be different if we chose other systems. As is well known, setting up a benchmark based on a large system would definitely incur huge resources. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of our approach can be demonstrated to some extent based on the Cube benchmark.
Last but not least, the default parameter values of Match, MisMatch, Gap, and CT , when employing the Smith-Waterman algorithm, were determined according to our previous study. We tried different values with small tuning steps within fixed ranges, and picked the ones that we thought optimal. Because we did not exhaust all the possible values, we might miss the truly optimal ones. However, we believe the results would not differ greatly even if we really missed them.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a code clone detection approach. We employ the Smith-Waterman algorithm on the bytecode alignment instead of the source code alignment. The approach can detect both the method-level and block-level code clones using the method call sequences and instruction sequences of code blocks. When calculating the similarity of code fragments, we consider the similarity of method call sequences in addition to the similarity of instruction sequences, meaning that our approach can detect some semantic code clones. Finally, we leverage the results of extensive experiments to evaluate its effectiveness.
In the future, we will implement our approach as a plug-in embedded in Eclipse IDE, which can be used in a real-world software development scenario. Meanwhile, when handling a large amount of bytecode in practice, the performance should be fully considered to give a real-time hint of candidate clones for programmers. 
